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WHAT ARE COWBELL FACTORS
Cowbell Factors provide a relative rating of an organization's risk profile against
Cowbell's risk pool made of millions of accounts. Cowbell Factors anchor risk selection
and cyber insurance underwriting with real-time, continuously updated risk exposure
insights.

The Starting Point: Outside-In Data
Cowbell Factors are compiled using 750 data points and risk signals
from a variety of sources including public databases, third-party
vendors, proprietary external scanners, dark web intelligence, and
exploits and vulnerability repositories.
Cowbell applies artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms
to normalize collected signals, model risks, and compile Cowbell
Factors.

Getting Deeper: Inside-out data
Cowbell Factors incorporate additional inside-out data when
connectors to service providers or security vendors are activated.
Example: When a business using Microsoft 365 (aka Office 365)
activates Cowbell's Microsoft Security Studio connector, Cowbell
Factors deliver an even more refined assessment of risks with more
timely insights and recommendations to improve the organization’s
risk profile.

IMMEDIATE
BENCHMARK

Cowbell Factors benchmark an organization's cyber risk
against a risk pool of millions of companies that Cowbell
Cyber continuously monitors.
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Continuous Risk Assessment
The cyber risk profile of an organization is
constantly evolving while criminals continue
to innovate with new emerging cyber
threats are changing.
Cowbell always captures new data and
continuously recompiles Cowbell Factors,
offering organizations direct and always upto-date visibility into their relative risk
exposures for cyber.

Aggregate Factors
Based on Cowbell Factors, Cowbell also compiles two aggregate factors for the organization
and its class of business. This offers a benchmark that compares the organization’s overall
level of risk, the "Aggregate Company Factor" to its industry peers.

Cowbell Factors answer the following questions:
Is my business as secure as my industry peers?
Where does my business face the greatest cyber risk exposures?
Does my business have data or credentials compromised on the dark web?

